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Becoming carbon neutral is both 
an environmental imperative 
and an economic opportunity to 
showcase Adelaide as a leader in 
the global shift to a prosperous, 
low-carbon economy. Partnerships 
with local businesses are essential 
to growing our city’s international 
reputation as a hub for clean and 
green industries while additionally 
reducing operating costs. 

Martin Haese,  
Lord Mayor  
of Adelaide

Adelaide can only become carbon 
neutral if we all work together – 
the key to achieving our vision lies 
in partnering with business and 
community leaders to tap into the 
creativity, research and technical 
knowledge and innovation to 
be found in our community.

Jay Weatherill,  
Premier of South 
Australia



Making the City of Adelaide the 
world’s first carbon neutral city
Carbon Neutral Adelaide is our community’s shared ambition to work together 
and make the City of Adelaide the world’s first carbon neutral city. To achieve 
our goal, as individuals and as a community we need to rapidly reduce our 
carbon emissions.

As the world’s first carbon neutral city, the City of Adelaide will be a showcase 
for embracing the economic, social and environmental opportunities of 
responding to climate change, including the uptake of renewable energy and 
clean, smart technologies. This will strengthen the City of Adelaide’s reputation 
as a smart, green, liveable and creative city.

Adelaide and the South Australian community are international leaders in 
climate change action. Our achievements include rapidly expanding our 
renewable energy generation, minimising waste to landfill, and our City/State 
partnership which is committed to the achievement of bold, ambitious carbon 
reduction targets. Find out more at carbonneutraladelaide.com.au



Adelaide University leads the way as  
Carbon Neutral Adelaide Founding Partner

Through collaboration, 
inspiration and 
transformation, our new 
Campus Sustainability 
Plan will transition the 
University towards low-
carbon operations and 
contribute to the long-term 
sustainability of our state.

Bruce Lines, 
Chief Operating Officer 
University of Adelaide 

We are acutely aware of the 
emerging impacts of climate 
change and our responsibility 
in taking action in the interests 
of our clients, staff, volunteers 
and the broader community.  
The process of becoming a 
carbon neutral organisation 
has led to significant 
operational savings, improved 
efficiencies and positive 
recognition for the leadership 
we have taken.  We are proud 
of our investment in the future 
of Uniting Communities, the 
South Australian community 
we serve and our planet.

Simon Schrapel,  
Chief Executive,  
Uniting Communities



Join us
To achieve our goal of making the City of 
Adelaide the world’s first carbon neutral city, 
we need dedicated and passionate partners. 
Partners who can provide leadership and 
encourage others to also take action.

That’s why we’re establishing Carbon Neutral 
Adelaide partnerships to empower a diversity 
of stakeholders in our city community to take 
practical, positive bold action for the  
City of Adelaide. 

Together, we can make the City of Adelaide 
the world’s first carbon neutral city.

Carbon Neutral Adelaide will 
provide a platform to attract 
investment to the city and the 
state and create opportunities 
for local business, innovation 
and new industry potential.



Become a Partner of  
Carbon Neutral Adelaide
Carbon Neutral Adelaide partnership 
is open to any entity that is committed 
to taking significant actions to 
reduce their own, their clients’ or the 
community’s carbon emissions.

If your organisation is located within, 
services, visits or interacts with the 
City of Adelaide community you 
are eligible to become a Partner.

What is the commitment?
Your organisation commits to actively 
contribute to our community’s shared 
aspiration for the City of Adelaide to be 
the world’s first carbon neutral city.

Why become a Partner?
The Carbon Neutral Adelaide Partner 
Program will celebrate all areas of 
community leadership.

Partners will be recognised for their 
contribution and commitment to the City 
of Adelaide community. Together we will 
showcase your organisation’s capacity 
to embrace the productive and carbon 
reduction advantages of technological 
change, sustainable business practices, 
high performance work environments 
and entrepreneurial endeavour. Carbon 
Neutral Adelaide Partners will inspire 
others to follow.

Partners will be permitted to use the 
Carbon Neutral Adelaide branding.

How to become a Partner of Carbon Neutral Adelaide

To be recognised as a Partner of Carbon Neutral Adelaide, we will need your 
organisation’s corporate information, logo, and information on why you support 
Carbon Neutral Adelaide and what you are doing to reduce carbon emissions.

Please contact info@carbonneutraladelaide.com.au or phone (08) 8203 7862.  
Organisations that joined in 2017 are recognised as Founding Partners. 



Through considered 
architectural design, we are 
supporting our clients to tackle 
climate change, achieving 
projects with reduced carbon 
emissions and mindful use of 
finite natural resources.  At 
our own city office, we have 
incorporated solar panels, 
battery storage, achieved a 
5.5 NABERS energy rating and 
are a member of City Switch 
Green Office. We encourage 
others to follow our lead.

Simon Thomson,  
Director, Thomson Rossi

Addressing climate change 
will improve outcomes for 
health, social stability and the 
environment, here and around 
the globe.  We advocate for 
urgent transition to wind 
and solar power for cleaner, 
quieter, and healthier cities; 
for community planning to 
increase resilience during 
extreme weather events; and 
greening our cities for physical 
and mental well-being, fresher 
air and less-severe heat island 
effects. For healthy people, 
we need a healthy planet.

Doctors for the  
Environment Australia



P: (08) 8203 7862 
E: info@carbonneutraladelaide.com.au

#carbonneutralADL

.com.au

For further information


